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Abstract. The Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of multiple sensor
nodes and one gateway or one server which can gather each sensor node’s data.
The server makes information using the sensing data. Therefore it is important
for the server to know whether the each sensor node’s data is worthy to
agglomerate or not. One of the agglomeration criteria is the time data of the
detection message. When the sensor node placed in a shadow area, the GPS
module is not available and if the RTC (Real Time Clock) module battery is
week, time synchronization using the dsp cpu timer is effective.
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1

Introduction

In recent, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is applied to various fields such as
agricultural industry, machine measurement, and surveillance and reconnaissance
system. The wireless sensor network system has several sensor nodes which can send
a detection message to a gateway or a server. However if the server and the sensor
node do not have a common time scale, the detection signal or message of the sensor
node may be ignored by the server or the gateway for the reliability of gating or
tracing a target. [4] Therefore many wireless sensor network system uses a
GPS(Global Positioning System) or a RTC(Real Time Clock) module for the time
synchronization.[6][7]
When the sensor node is placed in a shaded area or the battery of a RTC (Real
Time Clock) is weak, it is difficult for a sensor node to synchronize a time. Therefore
this paper proposes a solution for time synchronization without using a GPS (Global
Positioning System) or a RTC (Real Time Clock) module.
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Conceptual Model
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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of multiple sensor nodes and one gateway
or one server which can gather each sensor node’s data. The server makes
information using the sensing data. Therefore it is important for the server to know
whether the each sensor node’s data is worthy to agglomerate or not. One of the
agglomeration criteria is the time data of the detection message. If a sensing data is
not matched to common time scale, the server will not use it. The Figure 1 shows the
sequence of the time synchronization between a server and a sensor node. Because
the RF transmission is critically related to the power consumption, it occurs only
when a target is detected. Furthermore the server gives the server local time S1 only
one time when the user wants to set the common time scale.
2.1. Chart Description
According to the conceptual model above, the timing synchronization process
is designed as below.

Fig. 1. Timing Synchronization Process Chart

2.2. Source Code
When a node starts the node local time, it uses the DSP (Digital Signal
Processor) cpu timer. The following source code performs setting the node
local time, and getting the server local time through the SCI (Serial
Communication Interface) with MSP430 that controls the RF module. Compare
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to using the GPS timer or RTC (Real Time Clock) module, it can help to save
the power consumption and complexity of the system.
#define StartCpuTimer0() CpuTimer0Regs.TCR.bit.TSS = 0
void SetLocalClock()
{
g_time = (Uint32)*(scib_rx_data) & 0x000000ff;
g_time = g_time << 8;
g_time = g_time | (Uint32)*(scib_rx_data+1) & 0x000000ff;
g_time = g_time << 8;
g_time = g_time | (Uint32)*(scib_rx_data+2)& 0x000000ff;
g_time = g_time << 8;
g_time = g_time | (Uint32)*(scib_rx_data+3) & 0x000000ff;
}
void SCIRXINTB_ISR()
{
char i,rsr,len,firstbyte;
rsr = ScibRegs.SCIRXST.all & 0xff; read
if((rsr & 0x9c) != 0)
{
ScibRegs.SCICTL1.bit.SWRESET=0;
ScibRegs.SCICTL1.bit.SWRESET=1;
}
else
{
len = (ScibRegs.SCIFFRX.all >> 8) & 0x1f;
firstbyte = ScibRegs.SCIRXBUF.all;
if(firstbyte == 0x07)
//time sync message header
{
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
{
scib_rx_data[i] = ScibRegs.SCIRXBUF.all;
}
SetLocalClock();
}
According to the source code, the DSP (Digital Signal Processor) cpu timer starts
when the StartCpuTimer is called. The main function calls the StartCpuTimer when
the sensor node power up. And the DSP timer is configured before the
StartCpuTimer is called by the configuration setting part. When the server gives its
local time, the DSP gets the time via the sci interface and the interrupt service routine
will set the time to the DSP local time. Because the server doesn’t check the current
time but its own time and the node detection message time, the relative time
synchronization is more important to make information.
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3

Experimental Measurements

To verify the proposed method, the four sensor node is deployed. Since a sensor node
has a seismic sensor, it can populate a detection message when a man walks around it.
First, the server and four sensor node has started their own local time, then the server
give its local time to the each sensor node. Then, a man makes seismic signal near
the sensor node to populate a detection message. The server gets a detection message
of a sensor node with the its local time, and verify the time scale which is already set
at first time between the server and sensor node. If the time scale is not matched, the
message is ignored.

Fig. 2. Time Synchronization Status

4 Experimental Result
The Figure 2 shows the time synchronization status of each sensor node. And the
Figure 3 shows the result of populating detection message with having the common
time scale. Each node has been tested 10 times, and depending on k value it has three
cases. If the k value is meet to the condition, it counts to success.
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k (duration criteria)

Node #1

Node #2

Node #3

Node #4

Average

60%

50%

60%

60%

57.5%

｜1s｜< k <｜2s｜

70%

80%

70%

70%

72.5%

｜2s｜< k <｜3s｜

80%

90%

80%

80%

82.5%

k <｜1s｜

Fig. 3. Time Synchronization results depend on the k value.

The k value is the server’s duration criteria of the agglomeration.
k = S1(refer to the figure 1.) – Node’s local time.

5

Conclusion

When the sensor node placed in a shadow area, the GPS module is not available and
if the RTC (Real Time Clock) module battery is week, time synchronization using
the dsp cpu timer is effective. As seen above, a relatively simple method of time
synchronization has succeeded in a more precise time synchronization which is costeffective in terms of the reference of the future can be used as a reference point.
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